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under the Succession to the Crown Act, 1707, which still involve
resignation.
Disputes as to qualification for membership are determined by the Disputed
House itself.1 Formerly it was necessary that the member chosen '^""1"*~
should himself be one of the body of electors represented. The law,
however, was constantly disregarded and in 1774 was repealed.
Property qualification for membership was abolished in 1858.
Voting Methods.
In single-member constituencies each elector can vote for only
one candidate. When there are more than two political parties seek-
ing the votes of the electorate, this system of election makes little
provision for the representation of minorities, and can lead to
strangely anomalous results. It is mathematically possible for one
party to obtain the largest aggregate of votes in thp country and yet
not win a single seat in the House of Commons, fin 1922 the Con-
servative Party polled 38 per cent, of the votes cast in the election
and obtained 347 seats in Parliament. In 1929 the Conservative
Party again polled 38 per cent, of the votes cast, but obtained only
253 seats. ^
Various systems of voting have been suggested with a view to Alternative
securing a better representation of minorities and a distribution of Vote-
seats corresponding more nearly to opinion in the country. The most
notable of these are the alternative vote and proportional representa-
tion. If the alternative vote were adopted, single-member consti-
tuencies would be retained, but the elector would be allowed to ex-
press his choice of candidates in order of preference. If no candidate
obtained a clear majority, the lowest on the list would be eliminated,
his votes being distributed according to the second preferences shown
on the voting papers. While making it more probable that in each
particular constituency the final choice would be the real choice of
the electors, the alternative vote would not provide adequately for
the representation of minorities in the country. Under proportional Proportional
representation, a form of which, known as the single transferable ?^re
vote, was formerly used in the university constituencies returning
more than one member, the country would be divided into large con-
stituencies, each returning several members. The elector would vote
for the candidates in order of preference, and any candidate obtain-
ing a certain quota of first preferences would be immediately elected.
His surplus votes would be distributed to other candidates according
to the second preferences expressed, and again any candidate then
obtaining the quota would be returned and a similar distribution of
1 After consideration by a Select Committee; p. \14tpost.

